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sTLD ^ii:-:.-.'r:-)N!; -TV. M; A.SKJ:!) OF THK i:..-;-.— vj-TEP/iNn ' TUXMINI.STRATION

IN RELATION TO V I E T N A M MITLRANS AND THL) USK OF I'liSTICIDES DURING THE

VIETNAM WAR

Sprayimj

(1) What.. ij.ii.sjon arrangements existed between U.S. and Australian

forv.-eu in rospecr of.' RANCH HAND operations in the Australian

(First Australian Task Force) area of operations?

(2) Is there any evider.cn to suggest that Australian forces could

have procured herbicides or insecticides from U.S. sources?

(3) The National Academy of Sciences Ccn-nittee (1974) concluded

triut L:ie HEHBS tape data ficcountcd for aijproximatoly 86% of

all L'.S. herbicide operations. Is this figure still believed

to be a reasonable estimate of the reliability of the HERBS

tape? If not, what is the current estimate of the percentage

of operations, and quantity of herbicides, accounted for by

r.;.e !:-:i:.i>S i ape?

"(4) What percentage of helicopter and ground spraying operations,

resjpectivnly, are accounted for in the HERBS tape?

What quantities of Agents Orange, Blue and White are estimated

to have been sprayed by U.S. forces in South Vietnam by

(a) helicopters and (b) ground operations?

(6) Several authors (e.g., Craig, NAS, Westing, Young) have compiled

estimates on the quantities of each of the defoliation agents

used in South Vietnam. Can you provide the most up-to-date

estimates by volume (U.S. gallons will suffice) of the following

agents; Orange, White, Blue, Green, Pink and Purple; and by

weight the following chemicals; 2,4,5-T, 2,4-D, TCDD, picloram

and cacodylic acid?



(7) Thn National Academy of Sciences? Committee (1974) estimated

that about 3 600 000 acres were sprayed in South Vietnam:

. t about 2 370 000 acres or 66% of this area was sprayed once;

o 800 000 acres or 22% twice; 280 000 or 8% three times; and

130 000 or 4% four or more times. Are these figures the

most correct estimates available?

(8) What estimates are available on the quantities of the various

V*" j,.*-' herbicides that were 'dumped1 by U.S. aircraft? Of those
• <X*V v'̂-''/'- '̂ 'dumps', what quantities would have been in the vicinity
1 '
j,-^ of Australian forces?

«

(9) The HAS Committee Re-port (1974) estimated chat swath width

oi: herbicide spraying was 80m for fixed-wing aircraft. Is this

the currently accepted figure?

(10) What ^vidence is available on the amount of drift that would have
5 A
*' been generated by (a) herbicidca, and (b) insecticides sprayed

by U.S. fixed wing airctaft and helicopters, respectively.

Over what distance would spray have been expected to drift?

(11) Is there, any evidence available to suggest that insecticides

other than malathion and DDT were used by U.S. forces (e.g.,

V- chlordane, dieldrin, diazinon or pyrethrins)?**!/

.

V"

fv jf
if
'

2iPJt.Vn. Ĵ -PR?)

(12) It has sometimes been claimed that the TCDD level J.n the 2,4,5-T

used in the Vietnam war was increased specifically for war use.

Rather, is it correct to say that "no new herbicidal compounds

of enhanced toxicity were especially developed for the war" and
1 a-~that the 'active ingredients were identical to those used for

agriculture at that time'?

(13) Young ct al (1978) estimated that 167 kg of TCDD had been dispersed

0\^ with a weighted moan concentration of .1.98 ppm. Westing (1982)
Q

,O- has rioted that, an average TCDD content of 1.9 ppm suggests a
'.0.

,., • ' ' .'V total of 110 fa- of TCDD. He then points out that a subsequent
\v

•;.*;. estimate from Young (1980) of a total of 170 kg of TCDD has been

made, suggestiiJg that perhaps the average content of TCDD could bo

greater than 1.98 ppm. Can you comment: on this?
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What is the most widely accepted figure for the total
j? 4 .5 PP*V *

, (̂o amount of TCDD dispersed over South Vietnam and ™
' A *-*» 2V/£ -T

what is the best estimate of the avoragfi concentration

o£ TCDD? /0.7X 0̂)fo4S .̂i)3 >

1 I "i 7̂ o I t-x.-.o v ^ ' • ''̂  ̂  **
(14) What evidence is available to substantiate'or repudiate

claims that the burning of vegetation sprayed with

2,4,5-T will increase the TCDD content of that

herbicide?

Hgalth Problems

(15) Has thore been any suggestion that there is any difference

in the morbidity and mortality r.accy arsor.gst momb^rs of

the various U.S. services who served in Vietnam, e.g.,

Air Forvre, Navy, Army, Marines?

(16) Hav? *ny studies been conducted comparing the stress levels

between personnel who served in World War I, World War II,

Korea and Vietnam? If so, what, w^re the outcomes of these

studies?

•"(17) Were there any indications during the Vietnam war that
r •' ' insecticide spraying had caused any health problems among

• .-;' , • U.S. troops? If oo, which insecticides wore responsible

and what were the short and long term symptoms?

.•*>
•118) Are chore any figures available on the mortality rates '

and causes among U.S. Vietnam veterans?

•̂ 19) What information is available on the progress and any

'•.'•'.'. results from the following studies:

RANCH HAND II - U.S. Air Force;

. Birth Defects and Military Service in Vietnam - Centre

for Disease Control;
A?,.
• ft.
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Epidemiological Studies of Agent Orange - Veterans

Administration;

Proportional Mortality of Vietnam Veterans, Other

Veterans and Matched Controls in New York State -

State of New York; and

Epidemiological Study of Soft-Tissue Sarcoma - State

of New York.

(20) Is there any information available on the number of Vietnam

veterans who are serving, or have served, prison sentences since

returning from Vietnam? What percentage of all prisoners do

Vietnam veterans comprise?

(21) Young (1981, p. 39) says that 'there is currently no valid

evidence linking exposure to 2,4,5-T and TCDD with instances

of cancer1. Does this viewpoint express the current thinking

in the U.S.?

, (22) It has been suggested that an estimated 750 000 to 1 000 000

Vietnam veterans arc experiencing psycho-social adjustment

problems which significantly interfere with their personal

-rfv functioning (Figley, 1979; Wilson, 1978). Can you comment

on this statement?

(23) Tho United Vietnam Veterans Organization has presented some

statistics reportedly compiled by the Veterans' Administration.

Can you comment on the reliability of these figures:

:j. . . 181 000 Vietnam veterans have died since their

' •"•' return from South Vietnam (September, 1981); and

. o f the 81 000 veterans who received Agent Orange

*.'(.•• examinations (as of 9 April 1982)

• . 30% no complaints

40% skin rashes

18% nervousrie!3S
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14% headaches

12% abdominal complaints

9% personality disorders

9% numbness

7% muscle ache

5% sexual disfunction?



What quantities of each of the insecticides used by U.S.

Forces are estimated to have been spread by fixed wing

aircraft, helicopter and ground operations respectively?

What percentage of the above would have been spread in

the vicinity of Australian Forces?
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Harrigan,lSSS5" reported that in a test program evaluating
the dissemination characteristics of the A/A 45 Y-1 Spray System, the
mean recovery of Herbicide Orange by ground sampling methods from six
missions flown under operational parameters typically used in South
Vietnam was 87 percent. The remaining 13 percent may have been
undetected due to sampling technique or may have failed to impact the
sampling array due to drift or volatility. The mean particle size
for the six missions flown was 367 micron,^. Harrigan tlSS) in the
above test program with Herbicide Orange, found the following droplet
size distribution in the mean percent mass recovered:

Particles less than lOQsiwM 1.9 percent
Particles 100 to BOOjj «MC <•««* . 76.2 percent
Particles greater than 500« rt\it«n 21.9 percent

— In a recent court case in Australia the court ruled that

' a herbicide had spread by volatilising i.e., carried on

warm air currents in the absence of wind.



o

What quantities of each of the insecticides used by U.S.

Forces are estimated to have been spread by fixed wing

aircraft, helicopter and ground operations respectively?

What, percentage of the above would have been spread in

the vicinity of Australian Forces?
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